
Calf-Tel® Compact
The CalfThe Calf-Tel Compact is the most efficient 
solution for smaller sized calves or 
shorter-term calf housing needs. The Calf-Tel 
Compact is easy to clean, store and 
transport. When space is a concern, the 
Calf-Tel Compact’s reduced footprint 
increases the number of hutches you can 
use in a given areause in a given area.

Calf-Tel® ECO
The CalfThe Calf-Tel ECO is a mid-sized hutch that 
provides a smaller, space saving solution for 
dairymen. The ECO hutch is smaller than the 
Pro and Deluxe models, allowing dairymen to 
take advantage of the reduced foot print and 
the economies of scale the ECO hutch 
provides.

Calf-Tel® Pro II
DDesigned for maximum labor efficiency, the 
Calf-Tel Pro II system is used by some of the 
world’s largest calf ranches and dairy 
producers. With its crucial labor saving 
features, the Calf-Tel Pro II provides a 
cost-effective solution for your calf operation.

Calf-Tel® Deluxe II
The CalfThe Calf-Tel Deluxe II system has all the 
same benefits as the Calf-Tel Pro II, but 
comes equipped with a side feed door 
designed to protect the indoor feed station 
from the elements. There are a variety of 
optional feed kits available to meet your 
specific needs. 

Calf-Tel® XXL
The CalfThe Calf-Tel XXL provides the most interior 
usable space for your calves. The XXL is 44%  
larger than our existing Pro and Deluxe II 
hutches and has 26% more interior usable 
calf space than other XL hutches on the 
market. When a larger size hutch is 
preferred, the XXL is the best option 
availableavailable.

Calf-Tel® MultiMax Group House
When calves raised individually are placed in When calves raised individually are placed in 
large groups, the stress from competition and 
social pressure can lead to growth and health 
setbacks. Placing four to six similarly-sized, 
weaned calves in a Calf-Tel MultiMax is the best 
way to ease the transition. Continued growth and 
health will be attained as animals bond and 
develop a social groudevelop a social group.

Calf-Tel® Pen System
The process for developing our revolutionary 
indoor pen systems can be summed up in 
one statement: We listened.
11. They work in any indoor setting. Modular to 
maximize space and accomodate various 
raising styles.
2. Easy to set up. Our L-Rod connector 
system makes it easy to set up, or add and 
remove pens.
33. Durable and long lasting. Backed by our 
10 year warranty.
4. Safe for the animals.

Ten Year Limited Warranty
10 Year Limited Warranty on all housing systems:
Calf-Tel Compact      Calf-Tel XXL
Calf-Tel Eco        Calf-Tel MultiMax
Calf-Tel Pro II       Calf-Tel Pen System
Calf-Tel Deluxe II      Calf-Tel Maternity Pen


